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3001 Boiling demon blood 

“A substitution?” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong narrowed his eyes and released his primordial spirit realm, scanning Chen 

Xiaobei’s eldest disciple back and forth. 

With Xuanyuan zhengyong’s strength, he could naturally see that Lou Yuhong had the highest cultivation 

among all the people in bei Xuan sect. He was an eight-star earth-god. 

Apart from Lou Yuhong, no one was Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s match. 

“Master, do you want me to fight?” 

Lou Yuhong also knew the current situation and said in a low voice,”I’m willing to fight, but Xuanyuan 

zhengyong might not agree to it …” 

“You, back down!” 

you’re just a new disciple. You don’t have to fight today. Just watch from the side! Chen Xiaobei said. 

this … Lou Yuhong’s expression froze, and his face was filled with bewilderment. 

He couldn’t figure it out. Who else could be Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s opponent besides him? 

“Seventh Junior Brother, make way!” 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai, who had been silent all this while, walked up from the back and stood 

in front of the stage. He raised his head and said solemnly, ” “Xuanyuan Ling an, I will challenge you!” 

“What? You?” 

Lou Yuhong was dumbfounded, and he was even more confused. fifth … Fifth senior brother … Although 

you’re my senior brother, I can’t listen to you … If I let you challenge me, you’ll only die! 

“You, back down! This is master’s will!” 

Although Xuanyuan tuohai had the appearance of a young man, at this moment, his body exuded a 

powerful aura, cold, arrogant, and extremely overbearing! 

Without a doubt, after going through the life and death trial of the Overlord body, the strength of 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s mental state had skyrocketed. 

In addition, Xuanyuan tuohai had just met him, and his state of mind was further strengthened by an 

invisible force, making him more determined and unyielding! 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s blood was boiling, and his battle intent had erupted. No one could shake his 

determination! 
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“Fifth senior …” 

Lou Yuhong’s heart trembled as he felt Xuanyuan tuohai’s powerful aura! 

Lou Yuhong’s intuition told him that Xuanyuan tuohai was not as simple as he looked! 

Lou Yuhong retreated to the side and stopped stopping Xuanyuan tuohai. 

Xuanyuan tuohai fixed his eyes on Xuanyuan zhengyong and said indifferently, ” I’ll continue the 

challenge. Do you dare to accept? ” 

Seeing this scene, the tens of thousands of people present were deeply shocked, and they burst out in 

cheers. 

“Who’s that kid? Is he crazy? A weakling in the one-star primordial soul realm dared to declare war? He 

even asked if old ancestor Xuanyuan dared to agree? This was a provocation! This is a blatant 

provocation!” 

however, Chen Zhufeng said that this kid can also use the power of the demon. I don’t think his combat 

power will increase by a lot! 

“No matter how much it has skyrocketed, it’s impossible for a one-star earth-god with 10 million combat 

power to compete with a mid-stage seven-star earth-god with 5 billion combat power! Battle across six 

major realms? Even a three-year-old kid can’t believe this kind of nonsense!” 

It was obvious that everyone still looked down on Xuanyuan tuohai. 

It wasn’t that they were brainless, but that was the reality that they could see! 

They didn’t know Xuanyuan tuohai’s Secret, so how would they know the confidence and backing he 

had when he stood out? 

It was the same for the Supreme martial artists and geniuses who were kneeling on the stage. 

They were all top existences in their respective fields of expertise, so they were naturally full of 

confidence! They were not aware of bei Xuan faction’s power, so they were not afraid of bei Xuan 

faction and were willing to make the bet! 

Only in the end, when the outcome was decided, would they know the power of bei Xuan faction and 

the consequences of underestimating them! 

Even Xuanyuan zhengyong couldn’t avoid this! 

“Little brat! You’re just a one-star earth-god in the primordial soul realm. Are you sure you want to 

challenge me?” Xuanyuan zhengyong was very cautious. He carefully observed Xuanyuan tuohai many 

times, but he didn’t find anything unusual. 

“I’m sure!” Xuanyuan taohai said decisively. 

“Good! This old man agrees! You can change your challengers!” Xuanyuan zhengyong was also afraid of 

losing again, but Xuanyuan tuohai didn’t seem to have any outstanding qualities, so he agreed to change 

the challenge. 



“Swish!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai did not hesitate and jumped into the arena. 

“Kid, what’s your name?” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an grinned and laughed hideously.”I’ll be the young master of the Xuanyuan family if I 

win. Your name will be recorded in the annals of history with me, and will be passed down through the 

ages.” 

“You don’t deserve to know my name!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s expression was cold, but his blood and fighting spirit were gradually boiling. 

“Pretentious!” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s devil-like face suddenly showed a strong killing intent. “Stupid thing that doesn’t 

know how to appreciate kindness, I will definitely make you regret it!” 

“Swish!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Xuanyuan Ling an suddenly charged out! 

The impasse devil poison had forcibly raised his battle prowess by a small realm, allowing him to erupt 

with the battle prowess of a middle dongxu stage expert from the early dongxu stage! 

With his true core strength fully unleashed, his combat power was as high as five billion! 

What was even more strange was that his physical strength had also been strengthened, reaching five 

billion physical strength. 

In this way, he can attack with all his strength without any worries and fight like a true expert at the 

middle dongxu stage. 

Of course, although the desperate demon poison was effective, its side effects were bound to be 

extremely great! 

After this battle, even if Xuanyuan Ling ‘an survived, his lifespan would be greatly reduced and his 

vitality would be greatly damaged. He might not be able to recover for more than ten years! 

However, this was not important! 

From Xuanyuan Ling an’s point of view, as long as he could become the young master of the Xuanyuan 

clan, he would be able to obtain the inheritance of the ancient Immortals that his clan had recently 

discovered, and he would be able to reach the nine-star tribulation transcendence realm in one step! 

At that time, the lost lifespan could be doubled, and the greatly damaged vitality would also have time 

to recover! 

As long as he won this challenge, everything that Xuanyuan Ling an had done would be worth it! 

“Go to hell! Idiot!” 



Xuanyuan Ling ‘an let out a beast-like roar. His hands spread out like eagle wings, and blood-red evil true 

Yuan burst out! 

The boundless blood color covered the sky and covered the sun. It suddenly enveloped over with an 

extremely fierce power! 

It was as if a demonic god had descended upon the world, causing the entire space to be devoured by 

evil. All living beings would die in an instant and be completely annihilated. 

A mere one-star earth-god in the primordial soul realm would probably be reduced to ashes in an 

instant, his soul scattered! 

At this moment, the six magnates on the rainbow wings Flying Cloud carriage, the tens of thousands of 

guests watching the battle, and even Lou Yuhong were certain that Xuanyuan taohai would die. 

It wasn’t that these people were brainless, but that they had no idea what was going to happen next! 

“You know nothing about the power of the evil demons!” Chen Xiaobei was still sitting with his legs 

crossed, leisurely scanning the crowd. 

The result of this battle was completely within Chen Xiaobei’s control! 

“Demon blood! Boiling!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai suddenly let out a battle cry, and a terrifying change immediately erupted from his 

body! 

In an instant, everyone was stunned! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

With that frenzied battle cry, Xuanyuan tuohai’s eyes suddenly turned blood-red, as if he had lost his 

mind, revealing endless violent killing intent! 

Bloodthirsty! Brutal! It was completely inhumane! 

“Swish!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai used his claw to tear his shirt into pieces and threw it aside. 

His skin gradually turned red, like red-hot steel, emitting an endless flame! 

Following that, his muscles bulged up like steel and rock, sharp and angular, containing explosive power! 

Sharp claws grew out of his fingertips, and two demonic horns grew out of his forehead! 

This strange and terrifying scene instantly stunned everyone present. They gasped and simply couldn’t 

believe their eyes! 

demon … That’s the legendary high-level demon … My God … How could a human become a demon … 
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“Don’t tell me that kid is a demon? Only in human form?” 

“Dammit! Demons were the mortal enemies of humans! Wreaking havoc in the human world all year 

round, committing all kinds of evil! If that kid is a real demon, we can’t let him go!” 

“That’s right! The demon must die! Don’t even think about leaving this place alive!” 

“Kill him! Just kill him …” 

Without a doubt, humans were already filled with fear and hatred towards the demon race, and they 

simply could not tolerate the demon race. 

At the sight of Xuanyuan tuohai’s demonic form, the onlookers felt like seeing their father’s murderer as 

they all shouted to kill Xuanyuan tuohai and never let him leave! 

Even Xuanyuan Ling an was greatly shocked. He stopped his attacks and stood in the distance, waiting to 

see how the crowd would deal with Xuanyuan tuohai. 

If Xuanyuan taohai was killed, Xuanyuan Ling ‘an would win without a fight. 

“Everyone! Don’t be impatient!” 

Chen Xiaobei stood up and said, ” “This disciple of mine only has the blood of an evil demon. He’s not a 

member of the evil demon race as you all say!” 

“Chen Zhufeng! What’s the point of saying all this?” 

Zhao Wanji stood up from his throne and roared,”Your disciple has already turned into a demon. This is 

a fact that everyone has seen with their own eyes! I don’t care if it’s a bloodline ability or something 

else, he must die today!” 

“Heh, silly!” 

hehe! Chen Xiaobei laughed. the Xuanyuan family’s head just said that we should use the demon’s 

power. He’s right! As long as he didn’t do anything outrageous! You can kill my disciple, but first, kill 

Xuanyuan Ling an!” 

this … Zhao Wanji was speechless. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Don’t try to divert our attention!” 

Canaan Yu stood up as well,’ancestor Xuanyuan did say that as long as we don’t do anything outrageous, 

we can even use the power of the demons!’ However, look at your disciple. He’s filled with killing intent, 

bloodthirsty, and brutal. He’s long lost his humanity! If we let him out, he’ll definitely kill innocents and 

bring disaster to the region!” 

“Idiot!” 

my disciple has been quiet all this while. Who did she kill? ” Chen Xiaobei said. Who did he harm? He 

had only turned into a demon. What right did you have to say that he was inhumane? On the other 

hand, you’re wearing a monk’s robe on the surface, but your heart is worse than a demon’s!” 

this … Canaan Yu was also at a loss for words. 



Just as Chen Xiaobei had questioned, what right did he have to say that Xuanyuan tuohai was 

inhumane? 

Without any evidence, it was slander to accuse without any evidence! It was slander! 

“Chen Zhufeng!” 

“You said that your disciple still has some humanity in him, so why didn’t he explain himself?” In my 

opinion, he has lost his rationality long ago. As long as he launches an attack, he will definitely kill 

without any humanity!” 

what? ” Chen Xiaobei laughed and asked, ” are you saying that as long as he explains himself, we can 

prove that he’s not a demon? To prove that he won’t harm anyone?” 

“This …” 

Xu gengnian thought for a moment and nodded. that’s right. As long as he can speak, it proves that he’s 

still conscious. We can believe that he still has the ability to distinguish between good and evil. 

Otherwise, he’s an inhumane demon! 

“No problem. However, you’ll have to wait a little longer!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said. 

“Why should I wait? You’re clearly guilty!” Xu gengnian would not let Chen Xiaobei go easily. 

“Heh, what do I have to be guilty about?” “If I wasn’t confident, I wouldn’t have pushed my disciple 

out!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Then let him speak! He only needs a few words to prove his innocence, why did he keep his mouth 

shut?” 

Xu gengnian pressed on step by step, splashing dirty water at the same time.”I have every reason to 

suspect that the entire bei Xuan faction is a Lackey of the devil! It’s not just your disciple today! If we 

can’t clear things up, none of you from bei Xuan faction will be able to leave!” 

“That’s right!” 

“Bei Xuan faction must be related to the demons!” Zhao Wanji immediately chimed in. Perhaps he’s a 

chess piece that the demons have planted in the human world, and he’s going to carry out an 

unspeakable scheme for the demons!” 

“Well said!” 

Canaan Yu also nodded his head vigorously,”as for today’s matter, it’s fine as long as you explain it 

clearly!” If you can’t explain it clearly, as the leaders of the world’s righteous path, we must enforce 

justice on behalf of the heavens and eliminate you, the dogs of the evil demons, for the common 

people!” 

As soon as he said that, the tens of thousands of people present all erupted with a strong desire to fight. 

There was no doubt that these people not only hated evil demons, but they were also the subjects of 

the major forces! As long as the young master gave the order, the entire scene would explode and kill 

Xuanyuan tuohai and all the members of bei Xuan faction! 



“Master … Why isn’t sixth senior brother saying anything? Could it be that he has really lost his 

consciousness?” Lou Yuhong was extremely worried. 

He had just decided to follow Chen Xiaobei and be loyal to bei Xuan faction, and now he was being led 

to such a dead end. He was panicking, and he was on the verge of despair. 

Even if Lou Yuhong was an eight-star earth immortal with 20 billion combat power, he was still doomed 

to die in such a situation! Even if he had a hundred pairs of wings, he would definitely not be able to fly 

away! 

“Don’t worry! Tuo Hai’s mental state is resisting the evil thoughts of the evil demon!” “As long as I can 

suppress the evil thoughts, tuo hai will return to his normal self!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“But what if he can’t suppress the evil thoughts of the devil?” Lou Yuhong swallowed his saliva, his heart 

almost flying out of his throat. 

if we can’t suppress him, he will lose his humanity and become bloodthirsty and brutal. He will kill 

anyone he sees! Chen Xiaobei said. 

In fact, the first time Xuanyuan taohai activated his devil bloodline, he had already killed all his enemies. 

He had even raised his sword to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei finally knocked him out and he regained his consciousness. 

this … This, this, this … Lou Yuhong’s tears were falling. if sixth senior brother can’t suppress the evil 

thoughts of the devil, he will definitely be surrounded and killed by everyone. Even we won’t be able to 

escape! 

“Ha, look at you!” “Even if Takumi can’t suppress him, I have a way to help him!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. 
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Xu gengnian closed in step by step, and Zhao Wanji and Canaan Yu took the opportunity to attack. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong was ready to attack, but Yun fanqing and Wu longyin were powerless. 

Anyone with eyes could tell that the current situation was extremely disadvantageous to bei Xuan 

faction! 

If Xuanyuan tuohai still could not prove his innocence, once he was convicted of being the devil’s Lackey, 

all the big shots, Supreme martial artists, great emperors, respectable Kings, and city Lords would gang 

up on him and push bei Xuan faction into a state of eternal damnation! 

Lou Yuhong was already extremely worried about this situation. 

However, Qiu Ling ‘er, Feng Qingyang, and the others were very confident in Chen Xiaobei. If Chen 

Xiaobei said that there would be no problem, then there would be no problem. 

Chen Xiaobei was even more relaxed. He crossed his legs in a frivolous manner, as if everything was 

under his control and there was nothing to worry about. 
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“Chen Zhufeng! Do you think you’ll be fine if you don’t speak?” 

Xu gengnian continued to exert pressure. if your disciple can’t prove her innocence within ten seconds, ” 

he said, ” then don’t blame me for not showing you any mercy! 

Hearing this, Zhao Wanji and Canaan Yu immediately rubbed their hands together and prepared to 

attack. 

Although Yun fanqing was worried, there was nothing he could do! Moreover, if Xuanyuan tuohai was 

really a demon, Yun fanqing had to stand on the side of the demon Slayer Army. 

Wu longyin was just trying to be fair to Chen Xiaobei. He was not really Chen Xiaobei’s friend. If they 

really attacked bei Xuan, Wu longyin would not do anything about it. 

As for Xuanyuan zhengyong, that old man had always disliked Chen Zhufeng and Bei Xuan faction. 

However, as a senior, he could not force Chen Xiaobei! 

However, once Xuanyuan tuohai’s identity as a demon was confirmed, Xuanyuan zhengyong would 

definitely suppress everyone in bei Xuan faction with thunderous means and not let anyone escape! 

At that time, Xuanyuan zhengyong wouldn’t be a bully anymore, but a righteous man who would 

exterminate evil and defend the Dao! 

Now that things had developed to this stage, whether they fought or made peace, whether they lived or 

died, it all depended on Xuanyuan tuohai! 

Of course, whether or not Xuanyuan tuohai could suppress the evil thoughts and let his consciousness 

take control of his body would depend on Chen Xiaobei’s plan! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was the one who had planned all of this! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei want to cause trouble, but he also wanted to end it! 

If he could not even protect himself and his disciple, then Chen Xiaobei’s plan would be the biggest joke 

ever! 

Of course, this was only an ‘if’! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s intelligence, unless there was a huge change in the situation, everything would not 

go out of control! 

“Sect leader! I’m sorry I’m late!” 

At this moment, a white-robed elder walked into the martial arts practice field under Xuanyuan 

guanghong’s lead. 

“Who is that old man? He has the air of a Sage, not like an ordinary person!” 

if I’m not mistaken, the White Daoist robe he’s wearing is a seven-star earth-god grade one. It would be 

strange if he’s an ordinary person! 

“Who is he calling sect master? Could he be a higher-up of some peak force?” 



All of a sudden, the crowd was in a heated discussion, trying to guess the old man’s identity. 

“Old Jiang, give this to tuo hai! He might not be able to suppress it with his current state of mind!” Chen 

Xiaobei smiled. 

“What? That old man is also from bei Xuan faction?” 

“Heavens! What kind of charm did Chen Zhufeng have? There are actually so many capable people 

under it!” 

bei Xuan faction’s water is really bottomless … 

The crowd exclaimed, once again shocked by bei Xuan faction’s power. 

That’s right, it was Jiang Ziya! 

the thing in his hand was chen xiaobei’s cleansing bodhi seed! 

Previously, Chen Xiaobei’s cleansing Bodhi had lost its effect due to Lu Yue’s dark curse talisman. Chen 

Xiaobei had given the cleansing Bodhi to Jiang Ziya so that he could find a way to break the seal. 

After so long, Jiang Ziya did not let Chen Xiaobei down and broke the seal. 

The cleansing Bodhi was a Buddhist treasure given to Chen Xiaobei by Tathagata Duobao. It was the 

nemesis of all evil and sinister things. 

Right now, Xuanyuan tuohai’s mental state had greatly increased and could already be in a stalemate 

with the evil thoughts. However, it was still difficult to suppress them. 

however, as long as he had the cleansing bodhi’s help, the evil thoughts would no longer be a problem! 

then, jiang ziya put the cleansing bodhi into xuanyuan tuohai’s mouth. 

After that, Jiang Ziya and Xuanyuan guanghong left the martial arts practice field. 

“Phew …” 

Soon, Xuanyuan tuohai let out a breath of air and relaxed. 

Although his eyes were still blood-red and his body was still as red as burning steel, Xuanyuan tuohai’s 

brutal Qi field had already calmed down. 

Although he looked terrifying on the outside, he was calm on the inside. From this moment on, the evil 

thoughts of demons would no longer affect Xuanyuan tuohai! 

Although Xuanyuan tuohai had the appearance of a demon, he could still maintain the sobriety and 

kindness of a human. 

“What do you all want to hear from me?” 

Xuanyuan tuohai spoke, his tone calm and clear, ” “I do have the bloodline of evil spirits, but I have 

never done anything outrageous in my life! If I did, then let me be struck by lightning and die a terrible 

death!” 



how … How is this possible?! Seeing this, Xu gengnian, Zhao Wanji, and Canaan Yu’s expressions 

changed. Their plans had been ruined, and they were all extremely depressed. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong looked disappointed as well. He had been trying so hard to teach Chen Xiaobei a 

lesson, but in the end, he still could not do it. 

Yun fanqing’s eyes brightened, and she heaved a sigh of relief. “It seems that Childe Chen’s disciple is 

really clear-headed and can control himself! In this case, he’s like Xuanyuan Ling an, he’s only borrowing 

the power of the devil, but he’s not a devil in essence!” 

Wu longyin grinned and said,”this is too interesting!” The disciples of both clans have borrowed the 

power of the evil demons. This battle will definitely be extremely exciting!” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong was furious, but he could only suppress it. since the misunderstanding has been 

cleared, let’s continue with the competition! 

“Yes, sir!” 

Xuanyuan Ling calmed himself down, raised his arms, and rushed past Xuanyuan tuohai again. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Blood-red true core strength followed Xuanyuan Ling an’s arms and transformed into two huge blades, 

slashing down at Xuanyuan taohai from the left and right! 

However, Xuanyuan tuohai stood still on the spot, not even channeling his protective Zhen Yuan. 

“Brat, have you been scared silly?” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an sneered in disdain.”I won’t show any mercy! I’ll use all my strength for this attack! To 

be able to die under my five billion combat power, you can die with a smile!” 

“BOOM! BOOM!” 

In the next moment, the two blood-red blades landed on Xuanyuan tuohai’s body! 

The terrifying impact created rolling air waves, and the aftershock from the core of the battle blade 

shattered the ground around Xuanyuan tuohai! 

However, what happened next shocked everyone! 
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Chapter 3004: overwhelming victory 

The super-strong attacks bombarded the scene of the martial arts practice field, and the surrounding 

wind and clouds surged, sending sand and stones flying. 

However, no one would have thought! 

The vital essence dimmed and the sandstorm subsided. When Xuanyuan tuohai reappeared in 

everyone’s sight, he was standing still! 

He didn’t retreat, he didn’t waver, and his skin wasn’t even cut! 
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how … How is this possible?! 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an was instantly dumbfounded. His entire body froze on the spot as if he had been 

struck by lightning. His mouth was wide open, and a fist could even be stuffed in. 

The tens of thousands of people present were also shocked to the deepest part of their souls. Their eyes 

were wide open and their mouths were wide open. Their views of the world were shattered. 

“This … This can’t be an illusion, right? Xuanyuan Ling ‘an had used all his strength in that attack. His 

combat power of five billion shocked everyone, but he couldn’t even cut the red demon’s skin?” 

“It’s too terrifying! Even if it was an opponent of the same level, he would still be slightly injured if he 

took Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s attack with his body! It can be seen that the red fiend’s physical strength has 

already far exceeded five billion!” 

“What’s even stranger is that the red fiend’s cultivation is only at the one-star primordial soul realm! 

However, the strength of his physical body has surpassed that of a middle stage seven Star dongxu 

cultivator. This is simply unbelievable!” 

according to what you’re saying, if the Red Devil’s cultivation base were to increase by two or three 

realms, wouldn’t it be able to withstand a heaven-immortal artifact with its body? ” 

The crowd was shocked by Xuanyuan tuohai’s heaven-defying physical strength. 

Everyone’s three views were refreshed tens of thousands of times in an instant, and they even began to 

doubt life. 

“Master … Sixth senior brother’s physical strength … How high is it …” 

Lou Yuhong swallowed his saliva, his entire person in a mess. 

A moment ago, Lou Yuhong was still worried that Xuanyuan tuohai wasn’t Xuanyuan Ling an’s match. 

At this moment, Lou Yuhong realized that everything was under Chen Xiaobei’s control. Since Chen 

Xiaobei dared to let Xuanyuan tuohai fight, Xuanyuan tuohai was confident that he would win! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early primordial soul Stage. Lifespan: Year 2893, physical body: 7 

billion, combat power: 10,000,000, primordial spirit attack: XXX. 

“Tuo Hai’s physical strength has reached seven billion …” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Oh my God … Lou Yuhong was completely dumbfounded.”That’s the physical strength of a late stage 

seven Star dongxu! It’s simply too heaven-defying!” 

Even Qiu Ling ‘er, Feng Qingyang, and the others were shocked. 

Although he knew that Xuanyuan taohai was confident of winning, he did not expect Xuanyuan taohai to 

be so powerful. 

“Woof!” 

At the same time, Xuanyuan tuohai took a step forward, his Crimson demonic claws leaving five cracks 

on the ground, while his body charged out like a ghost! 



Xuanyuan tuohai’s cultivation level was low, so his vital essence power was negligible. 

However, his physical body was extremely powerful. In addition to the evil demon’s innate talent of 

brute force and killing, the explosive power of his physical body alone was terrifyingly powerful! 

“Not good!” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an was shocked. He used all his strength and suddenly formed a blood-red true energy 

barrier! 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

True essence continued to condense, and the protective barrier thickened layer by layer, becoming like 

a Castle, guarding Xuanyuan Ling ‘an. 

Without a doubt, Xuanyuan Ling ‘an had already sensed the danger. He didn’t want to counterattack, 

but only wanted to defend against Xuanyuan tuohai’s attack. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

In the next moment, Xuanyuan tuohai rushed forward and waved his demonic claws! 

There was no true essence, only an incomparably sharp edge and a speed as fast as lightning! 

“Ka … Ka …” 

As if a sharp blade was cutting through withered grass and waste paper, the defensive barrier that 

Xuanyuan Ling an had tried his best to form was torn apart by Xuanyuan tuohai, and more than half of it 

collapsed in an instant. 

“How could this be … What kind of physical body is this … Not only is its defense heaven-defying … Its 

brute force is also terrifying … This … This is no fun …” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s pupils couldn’t help but contract, and his heart was about to fly out of his throat. 

“Break!” 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai let out a low growl, and his skin that was like red-hot steel burst into 

flames! 

Bending down, Xuanyuan tuohai used the twisted horns on his head to crash into the defensive barrier! 

“BOOM!” 

With a loud bang, the half-destroyed defensive wall completely crumbled as if it had been hit by a 

meteorite. 

“Swish!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s momentum did not weaken much! 

The twisted and ferocious horns were like swords that stabbed at Xuanyuan Ling ‘an, who had lost the 

protection of the barrier! 



“I’m finished …” 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an was in despair. He screamed hysterically,”I admit defeat! Don’t come any closer … I 

admit defeat …” 

“Ka! Ka! Ka …” 

Xuanyuan taohai’s charging speed was extremely fast, but his feet were stomping on the ground. 

After crushing a series of deep pits, Xuanyuan tuohai finally stopped his forward momentum and didn’t 

hurt Xuanyuan Ling ‘an. 

“Plop …” 

Although Xuanyuan Ling ‘an wasn’t injured, the moment of despair and fear put great pressure on his 

mind and heart. 

Xuanyuan Ling ‘an’s legs gave way, and he knelt on the ground. 

At this point, the first disciple of the palace of WarGods, the most promising candidate for young master 

Xuanyuan, had been completely defeated! 

“He’s been defeated! Xuanyuan Ling ‘an was completely defeated! He didn’t even have the ability to 

fight back!” 

“He’s too strong! That red fiend … Oh no… That bei Xuan faction disciple is too powerful!” 

“Not only is he powerful, but he is also benevolent and righteous, and he is very gentlemanly! If his 

opponent admitted defeat, he would stop chasing! He’s strong enough and has a good character. I can’t 

help but be convinced!” 

Although most of the people were officials of the Xuanyuan family, they were all praising Xuanyuan 

tuohai’s performance! 

The crowd’s eyes were sharp. 

Among these tens of thousands of guests, there were, of course, villains and villains, but most of them 

were good people with justice in their hearts! 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s performance was impeccable. Not only was he powerful, but he was also a 

gentleman! 

Whoever said that Xuanyuan tuohai was a devil again would definitely not be accepted by many people! 

“Phew …” 

Xuanyuan tuohai let out a breath of turbid air. His evil demon form gradually faded, and he returned to 

his human youth appearance. 

On the other hand, Xuanyuan Ling an kneeled on the ground, still looking like a demon. 

There was a sharp contrast between the two images, and no one would say that Xuanyuan tuohai was 

an evil ghost. 



according to the bet, the Supreme of the five palaces of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect and the first seat of 

the array element Palace, Xuanyuan Anyi, can all kneel down now! 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s expression was indifferent as he coldly swept his gaze across those people. 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai was not only carrying out the bet, but also avenging his parents. 

“I’m not convinced!” 

However, at this moment, Xuanyuan Anyi of the array element Palace protested, ” “Beixuan’s medical 

skills, equipment refining sect, alchemy sect, and martial arts are all very powerful, but the array sect 

might not be as outstanding! If you want me to kneel, you’ll have to make me accept my defeat!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3005: five palaces additional stakes 

Obviously, Xuanyuan Anyi was the only one left. 

He knew that once he knelt down, he would lose face and would never be able to become the young 

master of Xuanyuan again! 

Because of this, Xuanyuan Anyi had to fight with bei Xuan faction no matter what. Even if he lost, he 

would accept it! 

If he won, he, Xuanyuan Anyi, would be the undisputed young master Xuanyuan! 

“Hmph! You want to challenge bei Xuan’s array faction? I’m afraid you don’t know who I, Qiu Ling ‘er 

am!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er, who had been standing quietly beside Chen Xiaobei, stepped forward and looked down at 

everyone. 

“Princess Jiuling is the number one array genius in the Dragon God Palace. You can be ranked in the top 

five in the earth-god Realm even among your master’s generation! I naturally have heard of Princess 

Jiuling and admire her greatly!” 

of course! Xuanyuan Anyi said. however, although Princess Jiuling has left Dragon God Palace and joined 

bei Xuan faction, you are not Chen Zhufeng’s disciple! It can’t represent bei Xuan faction’s level of array 

formation!” 

this … Qiu Ling ‘er was slightly stunned and speechless. 

Everyone knew that Qiu Ling ‘er had just joined bei Xuan faction, and her formation skills had nothing to 

do with bei Xuan faction. 

If Qiu Ling ‘er were to compete, it would only mean that the array master of Dragon God Palace was 

powerful, and it had nothing to do with bei Xuan faction. 

“Ling ‘er, you can leave.” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” I don’t have a disciple who specializes in formations in bei 

Xuan faction, but I do have some personal knowledge of formations! 
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“Good! Then I’ll challenge you!” Xuanyuan Anyi immediately became excited. 

Xuanyuan Anyi’s mastery of Dharma arrays was extremely high. He was definitely one of the best among 

his disciples. 

In Xuanyuan Anyi’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei’s formation skills could not be compared to Qiu Ling ‘er’s! 

Besides, bei Xuan faction’s medical skills, martial arts, alchemy, and equipment refining skills were all 

outstanding. There must be something that they couldn’t do, right? 

The only one that would not work was definitely the array faction! 

Xuanyuan Anyi challenged Chen Xiaobei with confidence. 

As long as they won, the Xuanyuan family would be able to regain all the face they had lost. 

At that time, not only would Xuanyuan Anyi become the young master of the Xuanyuan family, but he 

would also become the hero of the Xuanyuan family. 

Just thinking about it made him feel so good that he could fly. 

“You?” 

“You’re not worthy to challenge me!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. Besides, I’m from master’s generation, and 

I don’t want to be labeled as a bully!” 

Xuanyuan Anyi’s face darkened as he shouted,”I’m not afraid of you bullying the weak! If you have the 

ability, then fight me! If you don’t dare to compete, then you’re just talking big and bragging!” 

“Ha.” Chen Xiaobei laughed. I’m not trying to be pretentious. I’m not targeting anyone. Everyone here is 

trash when it comes to array grandmasters! 

“Aren’t you going to act cool? You’ve been acting so cool that you’ve reached the heavens!” 

“The three-Saint nunnery is the best in the earth-god Realm in terms of wheel formation!” Xuanyuan 

Anyi shouted angrily. When the Jiufan Golden Bell formation sealed the Blood Moon Swordmaster, you 

were not even reincarnated yet! Master fan Qing is right here, who are you to be so arrogant?” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. then I’ll have to ask master fan Qing. Did you create the Jiu fan Golden Bell 

formation? ” 

“Ah?” 

Yun fanqing’s expression froze slightly, and his pretty little face was dazed. of course I didn’t create it … 

It’s a divine immortal-grade magical formation that the founder of the three sages nunnery obtained by 

chance … 

Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei laughed. so, does anyone in the three saints nunnery have the ability to create a 

divine-level formation? ” 

“This … Of course not …” 



Yun fan’s eyes flickered, and she frowned. if I can create a heaven immortal-level array and coordinate 

with a few large arrays, how can the Blood Moon Swordmaster escape? ” 

“Heh, in that case, I was still too humble just now!” 

I’m not targeting anyone! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. everyone under the heavenly realm is my 

little brother! 

Everyone was shocked by his words. 

“Chen Zhufeng! You’re too Savage! Don’t you know that there’s always someone better than you? you 

dare to call yourself the strongest in the world? Aren’t you afraid that you’ll cut your tongue when you 

talk big?” 

Xuanyuan Anyi cursed. 

Many people were frowning at Chen Xiaobei. 

People might believe that the array faction of bei Xuan was also very powerful. 

However, no one believed that the array faction of bei Xuan was the best in the world and that they 

didn’t even care about the three saints nunnery. 

In the eyes of the crowd, Chen Xiaobei’s words were arrogant, pretentious, crazy, and even brainless. It 

was laughable. 

“Chen Zhufeng! If you really have the ability, you should show it and not brag!” 

Xuanyuan Anyi had the support of the masses, so he was even more confident.”If you have the guts, 

then fight me! I’ll personally increase the bet! If I lose, I’ll kneel down and declare that bei Xuan array 

faction is the best in the world when I see you!” 

“I’ve said it before, you’re not worthy of being compared to me!” 

of course, if your Sifu is willing to challenge me according to the terms of the bet, I can accept it. It’s 

good for all of you frogs in a well to have a good look at the world! Chen Xiaobei said. 

you … Xuanyuan Anyi was furious. He gritted his teeth in anger. 

“Good! Since you’re so confident, then I’ll be the Challenger!” 

The Supreme from array element Palace stood up and said in a deep voice, ” “If I lose, I’ll kneel down 

when I see you in the future and shout that the array faction of bei Xuan is the best in the world! If I win, 

an Yi and I will not have to kneel!” 

Obviously, the Grandmaster of array element Palace was very skilled in arrays. He did not believe that 

Chen Xiaobei could beat him. 

Moreover, the five Palace Supremes had already lost a bet. If they did not raise the bet, they would have 

to kneel down immediately. 

Rather than directly kneeling down and losing face, it was better to raise the stakes and gamble again. 



If he won, not only could he save his own face, but he could also earn back the face of his family, so why 

not? 

“Good! Then it’s decided!” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei grinned. the Supreme martial artists of the other four palaces, if you want 

to raise your stakes, you can do it now! I know that none of you are convinced by me. I will not refuse 

anyone who wants to challenge me!” 

As soon as this was said, the scene was even more shocked. 

He had thought that Chen Xiaobei could only show off in the faction of arrays, but he did not expect 

Chen Xiaobei to show off in all aspects! 

He was totally looking down on the five Palace Supremes of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Your wife is too Savage! My Palace of WarGods is the same as the palace of array 

element, we will raise!” 

“The mysterious core Palace and the artifact Spirit Palace will also raise!” 

“The hanging pot Palace! My hanging pot Palace also wants to raise the stakes!” 

In an instant, the five Palace Supremes all jumped out. 

They did not want to kneel because of Xuanyuan tuohai’s victory. 

Furthermore, they did not believe that a young boy like Chen Xiaobei could be better than them in every 

aspect. 

“Ha, you’re all challenging me?” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and laughed, ” “In order to save time, I’ll crush you two by two!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3006 

3006 The ultimate Bet 

“What? Two by two?” 

The crowd was on the verge of exploding. They had never seen anyone as pretentious as Chen Xiaobei. 

It was fine that he didn’t put the five Palace Supremes in his eyes, but he actually didn’t even care about 

a one-on-one battle. What kind of one-on-two challenge was this? 

This was simply too arrogant! 

He didn’t even treat the five Palace Supremes as humans anymore! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Come out! I promise I’ll kill you!” The palace of WarGods “Supreme-being was so angry 

that he blew his beard and glared. 
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“Chen Zhufeng! I’ll let you know the consequences of acting tough! Just wait to be struck by lightning!” 

The Supreme from array element Palace gritted his teeth. 

The other three Palace Lords were also cursing and swearing, and they wanted to tear Chen Xiaobei 

apart. 

“Don’t rush!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and looked at the Rainbow-Winged Cloud-riding chariot. “Patriarch of the 

Xuanyuan family! Are you interested in adding a bet?” 

“Oh? You want to include me in your scheme?” Xuanyuan zhengyong narrowed his eyes and said coldly. 

The Xuanyuan five heroes and the five Palace Lords had been played by Chen Xiaobei like a monkey, and 

the Xuanyuan family’s reputation was completely ruined on this important day. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong was already extremely displeased. 

If not for the fact that he was an elder and had to maintain his master’s demeanor, Xuanyuan zhengyong 

would have killed Chen Xiaobei. 

“How can this be called a scheme?” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei laughed. if the Xuanyuan family’s leader thinks I can win, you should stop 

the five Palace Lords from betting with me! Since the head of the Xuanyuan family didn’t stop him, it 

meant that he didn’t think he could win! Since you don’t think I can win, why don’t you raise the 

stakes?” 

No normal person would believe that Chen Xiaobei could defeat five Palace supremacy in every aspect. 

Because no one was perfect. No one in the entire earth-god Realm could do this. 

Naturally, Xuanyuan zhengyong did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could defeat five Palace Paragon. That 

was why he did not stop the bet. 

“It’s not that this old man doesn’t want to raise …” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong narrowed his eyes and coldly said, ” “It’s just that this old man’s bet is too big, I’m 

afraid you won’t dare to accept it!” 

“Oh, what a coincidence! I also want to bet big!” what bet? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. can you 

tell me what kind of bet you want first? ” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong said coldly,”The stake I want is your life!” 

As soon as this was said, many people revealed shocked expressions. 

As long as one was not blind, one could tell that bei Xuan faction and the Xuanyuan family had a huge 

feud. 

However, he did not expect Xuanyuan zhengyong to reveal his hatred in front of everyone. He really 

hated Chen Xiaobei to the core. 



“No problem! I accept!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not seem to mind at all. what I want is a promise from you, patriarch Xuanyuan! 

“Oh? What kind of promise?” Xuanyuan zhengyong asked. 

I want you to promise me that the most outstanding descendant of the Xuanyuan family will become 

the young master of the family! Chen Xiaobei said. after you die, you will inherit the entire Xuanyuan 

family! 

“What?” Xuanyuan zhengyong furrowed his brows and said solemnly,”Do you want the Xuanyuan family 

to be shamed forever?” 

Obviously, four of the Xuanyuan five heroes were already kneeling on the ground, losing all their face. 

If they were allowed to take over the family, the Xuanyuan family would forever be stained with this 

stain! 

No matter when and where, no matter how the situation changed, the entire family would be shamed 

by this! 

Of course, there was still Xuanyuan Anyi who didn’t kneel. 

Moreover, Xuanyuan Anyi’s challenge to Chen Xiaobei had brought honor to the Xuanyuan family. 

If the Grandmaster of array element Palace defeated Chen Xiaobei and made Xuanyuan Anyi the young 

master, that would be a good choice. 

However, Xuanyuan zhengyong was very cautious, afraid that Chen Xiaobei might be plotting something. 

patriarch Xuanyuan, you don’t have to worry about it. How can you be so sure of your victory in a bet? ” 

you want to win back your pride? you want to kill me to vent your anger? but you don’t want to take the 

risk of losing! How could there be such a cheap thing in the world? If you don’t dare to bet, just admit 

defeat. I won’t force you!” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong knew that Chen Xiaobei was trying to goad him into action. 

But Chen Xiaobei had already blocked the way! 

Chen Xiaobei was putting his life on the line for this bet! His spirit and courage were vividly displayed! 

All Chen Xiaobei wanted was a promise. 

A life for a sentence! 

If Xuanyuan zhengyong didn’t even dare to agree to this, then even if he didn’t admit it, he would 

become a complete coward in the eyes of others! 

Hence, Xuanyuan zhengyong had no choice but to accept the bet! 

Fortunately, Xuanyuan zhengyong still had an escape route, which was Xuanyuan Anyi! 



The best-case scenario would be for the palace of element formation to win back the dignity of the 

Xuanyuan family, and for Xuanyuan an to become the young master of the Xuanyuan family. Then, they 

would behead Chen Xiaobei and mince his body into a thousand pieces! 

The result was killing three birds with one stone, which was very attractive to Xuanyuan zhengyong. 

“How can I admit defeat?” 

let’s do it! Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face was extremely gloomy. we’ll do as we’ve agreed on! 

“You can’t just talk! The head of the Xuanyuan family has to swear an oath!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“You don’t believe me?” Xuanyuan zhengyong retorted angrily,”there are so many witnesses here, and 

you don’t believe me?” 

“I believe, I believe everything!” but, the head of the Xuanyuan family is very confident in his own 

character. There’s no harm in making an oath, right? ” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Good! “I swear …” Xuanyuan zhengyong was just about to speak when he was interrupted. 

“Wait a moment!” 

Wu aofeng jumped out and said, ” it’s obvious that the patriarch of the Xuanyuan family isn’t good at 

making oaths. Just follow me. I’ll say one sentence, and you’ll say one! 

you … Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face turned pale. He wanted to kill Wu aofeng. 

Without waiting for the other party to reject, Wu aofeng started to shout, ” “I, Xuanyuan zhengyong, 

swear to God! The bet with Chen Zhufeng is set!” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong suppressed his anger and maintained his composure. I, Xuanyuan zhengyong, 

swear to the heavens that the bet between me and Chen Zhufeng is valid! 

Wu aofeng’s evil smile became brighter, ” if I go against my oath, I’ll have a sore on the top of my head 

and pus on the soles of my feet. My descendants will have no penis and my daughter will have two! 

pfff … Xuanyuan zhengyong almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

That was too evil! 

He had never seen someone as bad as Wu aofeng in his life! 

“Alright, I’m done!” 

“I’ve finished the oath!” Wu aofeng grinned. Later, I’ll forward a hundred and eighty copies so that all 

the streamers of Qingcheng live broadcast company can roll the . I guarantee that everyone in the earth-

god World knows about it!” 

you … Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face turned green. He had been tricked by Wu aofeng. 

This was simply a heavenly pit! 

If Xuanyuan zhengyong lost and didn’t keep his promise, he would become the laughingstock of the 

world because of the oath. 



the bet is confirmed. The challenge officially begins! 

I’ll take care of the two of you first! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. xuandan Supreme, weapon spirit 

Supreme, I’ll take care of you two first! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3007: double success of tool and pill 

 “You little brat! You’re simply too arrogant!” 

The xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme were so distinguished that everyone had to treat 

them with respect. 

Even if a powerful being of the same level wanted to challenge them, they would be polite to them. 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei want to challenge them, but he also wanted to challenge two of them at 

once. 

He looked down on them, disdained them, and did not take them seriously at all! 

“I’m arrogant?” 

“I think I’m already being very humble!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had other plans. 

If not for that, Chen Xiaobei could have taken on all five of them at the same time. 

“You’re being modest? Don’t insult those two words, okay?” “You’re the most pretentious person I’ve 

ever seen!” Xuandan Supreme cursed. 

“Cut the crap!” 

“Brat, how are you going to challenge the two of them?” Supreme Artifact Spirit asked impatiently. Set 

the rules, we’ll start immediately! This old master will make you lose all your face at all costs!” 

“My disciples, one formed a pill in seven steps and the other became a weapon in four steps.” 

I don’t care! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled. if you can do it, I’ll admit defeat, whether it’s 

the pill or the item! 

“This …” 

The weapon spirit sovereign and the xuandan sovereign were instantly speechless. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei’s alchemy skills came from Taishang Laojun’s recipe. 

Chen Xiaobei’s crafting skills were all thanks to goddess Nuwa’s spatial fusion spell, ju liusun’s magical 

treasure fusion spell, and his experience in strengthening magical treasures. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei had only learned a little bit of the heavenly realm’s technology, it was not 

something a mortal could compare to. 
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Although the xuandan Supreme and the equipment spirit Supreme were well-known big shots in the 

earth immortal world, they were still very powerful. 

However, it would take at least ten minutes to form a pill, and half an hour to make a weapon. 

Forming a pill in seven steps and forging a weapon in four steps, neither of them could do it. 

we can’t do it. Chen Zhufeng might not be able to do it either! 

“Chen Zhufeng!” Supreme Artifact Spirit said solemnly. I seriously suspect that your two apprentices are 

like Qiu Ling ‘er, recruited from other places. The skills they know are skills that they have learned a long 

time ago, and you didn’t teach them!” 

“Well said!” 

no one is perfect! Chen Zhufeng, how old are you? how can you be the best in every aspect? ” xuandan 

Supreme was excited. Even if you beat me to death, I still don’t believe that you can be invincible!” 

“Ha, you guys have a rich imagination!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei smiled. in order to make you admit your defeat, I only need three steps! 

“Three steps?” 

The xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme were both stunned.”You want to become a 

weapon in three steps? Or do you want to form the pill in three steps?” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei laughed. I’m a double Alchemist! 

pill and tool dual-refining??? ” 

Not only were the xuandan and Artifact Spirit Supreme dumbfounded, but the tens of thousands of 

people present were also dumbfounded. They couldn’t believe their ears. 

Chen Zhufeng, are you saying that you want to make pills and weapons at the same time within three 

steps? ” 

“Are you crazy? No one in the entire earth-god Realm can do this!” 

if Chen Zhufeng can really do it, then he’ll be the most powerful person in the pill Dao and weapon 

refining sect! 

that’s right … If what he said is true, then the xuandan sovereign and the artifact Spirit sovereign will be 

utterly defeated. They won’t even be able to retaliate … 

The tens of thousands of guests were all exclaiming in shock. 

Even the six magnates on the rainbow wings flying carriage were staring at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

can master really do it … Lou Yuhong swallowed his saliva. 

Even Qiu Ling ‘er frowned slightly and was secretly worried.”Is what sect master said true?” 

It was obvious that Lou Yuhong and Qiu Ling ‘er knew that Chen Xiaobei was unfathomable. 



However, they could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei would be able to achieve both weapon and elixir 

within three steps. 

This was simply a fantasy! It was even more mystical than a fantasy story! 

At the same time, Jiang Ziya, Feng Qingyang, and the other six disciples were all smiling. 

They knew Chen Xiaobei’s power better than anyone else. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei took the first step and waved his left palm to the right, scattering out more than a dozen 

herbs. He then waved his right palm again, scattering out more than a dozen materials. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

With his second step, he summoned the witch Dragon strange fire from his right palm and caught the 

herbs falling from his right. He also summoned the witch Dragon strange fire from his left palm and 

caught the herbs falling from his left! 

This was because the grade of these materials was very low. 

The power of the witch Dragon heavenly flame had already reached the mid-stage eight-star earth-god 

Realm. 

The moment the materials came into contact with the flames, they were immediately refined. The 

impurities were burned away, and the essence condensed. 

“Hiss … Clang …” 

He took his third step and the witch Dragon heavenly flame in his palms gradually extinguished. 

A perfect elixir that could release elixir Qi appeared in his right palm. 

In his left palm, a sharp sword with a melodious screech appeared. 

In an instant, everyone was shocked! 

It was as if the xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme had been hit by a petrifying spell, and 

they were both frozen in place. Their eyes and mouths were wide open in shock, and their worldview 

was shattered! 

The six magnates were dumbfounded. Never in their dreams would they have thought that a fantasy 

would actually become a reality! 

The tens of thousands of guests were dumbfounded as if they had just witnessed a miracle. They looked 

at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a God! 

Lou Yuhong was convinced. From this moment on, he was completely loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

Qiu Ling ‘er gasped. Her admiration for Chen Xiaobei had increased exponentially, even to the point of 

worship. 



Jiang Ziya, Feng Qingyang, and the others were not surprised at all. This result was completely within 

their expectations. 

“The minor vitality pill that shizun refined has a better color and almost zero impurities. The medicinal 

effect is 30% better than mine! This disciple is convinced!” 

Daoist Yiru cupped his hands and bowed, expressing his heartfelt admiration. 

“The flying spirit weapon that shizun forged is even sturdier, sharper, and 50% more powerful than the 

one I forged! This disciple is convinced!” 

Huo yuanba also bowed and praised. 

“The xuandan sovereign, the artifact Spirit sovereign.” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and looked at the two jokers.”The results are out. Do you want to 

come over and check the goods?” 

The xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme were dumbfounded, unable to say a word, like 

two stone statues. 

“If you don’t want to inspect the goods, then hurry up and honor your bet!” 

from now on, the two of you must kneel down and shout ‘North Mystic’s alchemy sect, the equipment 

refining sect, number one in the world’ whenever and wherever you see me! Chen Xiaobei said with a 

devilish smile. 

The faces of the xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme were ashen, and they were 

completely helpless. 

In addition, old ancestor Xuanyuan had also taken part in the bet, so they had no chance to deny it. 

“Puton…Puton… Puton … Putong …” 

The two of them knelt down and wailed, ” North profound’s alchemy sect and North profound’s weapon 

refining sect are the best in the world! 

“Very good!” 

what’s going on? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. next, I’m going to take care of Supreme God of 

War and Supreme ethereal force! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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3008 Continue to crush 

“This …” 

The hearts of Supreme Wargod and Supreme array element suddenly tightened. 

At first, they thought that they would have a chance to win against Chen Xiaobei. 
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However, after personally witnessing the miracle of forming a three-step tool pill, their confidence was 

extinguished like a flame. 

“Master! Don’t be afraid!” 

Instead, Xuanyuan Anyi shouted, ” “Even if bei Xuan faction is strong in every aspect, their formation 

skills are definitely not that strong! Otherwise, why would Chen Zhufeng accept Qiu Ling ‘er?” 

As soon as these words were said, Supreme array element finally felt a little more at ease. “What you 

said makes sense. A mountain can not accommodate two tigers! If Chen Zhufeng himself was a master 

of arrays, it would be meaningless to take Qiu Ling ‘er in! It would affect Chen Zhufeng’s position in the 

sect!” 

“That’s right!” 

that’s right! Xuanyuan Anyi said, ” the reason why Chen Zhufeng wants to take Qiu Ling ‘er is that he’s 

not very good at equipment refining! Perhaps, Qiu Ling ‘er would teach him in turn!” 

Supreme array element nodded and said, ” this old man’s attainments in array formations can be ranked 

in the top ten of the earth-god Realm! It’s not Qiu Ling ‘er who’s going to fight, what’s there to be afraid 

of?” 

senior brother array element … This battle, it’s all up to you! Supreme war god swallowed his saliva, his 

heart filled with anxiety. 

“Junior martial brother war god! Don’t be a coward!” &Nbsp; ” Chen Zhufeng is only at the peak of the 

Golden core stage! Supreme array element said. in terms of strength, even 10000 of him would not be 

your match! 

of course! Supreme God of War replied, ” I’m not afraid if it’s just cultivation … But Chen Zhufeng’s 

Foundation is extremely strong! He had endless trump cards! It’s not like you didn’t see that mid-stage 

eight-star earth-god heavenly flame just now …” 

uh … That’s true … Supreme array element’s expression froze slightly.”What if Chen Zhufeng comes up 

with another trump card? you’re going to suffer! I’ll take care of him!” 

“You two don’t need to discuss!” 

I’ve already said that I’m going to take care of both of you. Of course, I have my own way of competing! 

Chen Xiaobei said. 

“How are you going to compete in formations and combat power?” Supreme Wargod and Supreme 

array element asked in confusion. 

“The foundation of formations is runes!” Chen Xiaobei said. Time is limited, so it’s definitely not realistic 

to create a new array. Let’s compete to see who can draw the higher level seal scripts!” 

“No problem!” 



Supreme array element nodded and agreed. “The higher the grade of the runes, the higher the grade of 

the formation formed! The strength of the seal scripts directly reflects the strength of the array 

Grandmaster!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked to the other side and said, ” in terms of cultivation, I’m not as strong as the 

Supreme God of War. But in terms of trump cards, I can crush the Supreme God of War! If we were to 

fight face to face, it would be unfair to both of us!” 

yeah … Supreme God of War was already panicking. He did not dare to fight Chen Xiaobei head-on. 

“From what I know, the Xuanyuan family’s swordsmanship is the best in the world!” let’s fight with 

swordsmanship! Chen Xiaobei said. what do you think? ” 

“Sword Art?” Supreme war God’s expression changed slightly,”You mean, we won’t use our cultivation 

or Trump cards, and we’ll only compete in sword techniques?” 

“That’s right!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” the blade is fierce, but the sword is elegant! The exquisiteness of a 

swordsmanship is the best way to tell a person’s martial arts talent!” 

“Good idea!” 

Supreme war god was immediately filled with confidence. He grinned and said,”Talent is the most 

important standard for martial arts. As long as your talent is high enough, even if your cultivation is low 

now, it will not take long for you to improve! However, if your talent is poor, your cultivation level might 

be low now, but it won’t be much higher in the future!” 

It was obvious that Supreme war god was very confident in the Xuanyuan sword and his own 

swordsmanship. 

In terms of swordsmanship, Supreme war god was confident that he could defeat anyone except for the 

old ancestor. 

In his eyes, no matter how good Chen Xiaobei’s swordsmanship was, he could not be compared to 

Xuanyuan zhengyong! 

“Good! Since the two of you have no objections to my method of competition, then I will begin!” 

I don’t know! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” to save time, I’ll do the same thing as before. 

I’ll take care of the two of you in one go! 

As soon as he said that, the scene became restless again. 

“Who is this Chen Zhufeng? This was simply too heaven-defying! Is he really omnipotent?” 

“Just now, you suppressed the xuandan Supreme and the artifact Spirit Supreme, and now you want to 

suppress the war god Supreme and the array element Supreme? Chen Zhufeng is going against the 

heavens!” 

“Just watch! I don’t think Chen Zhufeng is joking. He’s going to shock everyone again.” 



The tens of thousands of audience members exclaimed in shock again. 

But this time, there was almost no ridicule or disdain. 

Most of the people were exclaiming about Chen Xiaobei’s ability and anticipating his performance. 

On the rainbow-Winged Cloud-riding carriage. 

“This kid is really a monster …” 

Zhao Wanji’s brows furrowed,”what is he up to this time?” He can’t really crush Supreme Wargod and 

Supreme array element, right?” 

“This kid is too mysterious …” 

Canaan Yu’s face was also gloomy,’if Supreme war god and Supreme array element both lose, then 

there’s only the hanging pot Palace left! According to the medical skills of Chen Zhufeng’s disciple, the 

Xuanhu Palace would definitely lose …” 

doesn’t that mean that the five Xuanyuan palaces will all be crushed by Chen Zhufeng … Xu gengnian 

quickly shut his mouth halfway through his sentence. 

That was because Xu gengnian suddenly felt a chill beside him. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face turned extremely gloomy. 

The burning anger and the sharp killing intent were like a volcano that was about to erupt. It could break 

through the limit at any time and erupt all at once. 

Without a doubt, today was supposed to be a great day for the Xuanyuan family. 

Chen Xiaobei’s actions had caused the Xuanyuan family to lose a lot of face! 

If Chen Xiaobei was able to defeat the five Palace Lords, the Xuanyuan family would become the biggest 

joke in the world. 

I think that Chen Zhufeng will definitely lose this round! 

“I’m very confident in the yuan Palace, and I admire Xuanyuan Anyi a lot,” Xuanyuan zhengyong said 

coldly. 

yes, yes, yes … Xu gengnian nodded repeatedly.”Supreme array element’s attainments in array 

formation are not made of paper. If Qiu Ling ‘er were to fight, we might have to worry! But if Chen 

Zhufeng is going to fight, then there’s nothing to be afraid of!” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong nodded and continued,”Besides, Chen Zhufeng is digging his own grave if he wants 

to compete in swordsmanship! The Xuanyuan family is at the peak of swordsmanship. We forge swords, 

nurture swords, practice swords, and our swordsmanship is unparalleled!” 

“Well said!” Chen Zhufeng and the Xuanyuan family are competing in swordsmanship. It’s like 

comparing sand to the sun and moon. They’re not on the same level at all! Xu gengnian added. 



Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face finally looked better. however, I’m curious. Does Chen Zhufeng have to fight 

in order to defeat two opponents at once? ” 
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3009 Mystic talisman sword technique 

Not only Xuanyuan zhengyong, but everyone else was also curious. 

When comparing sword techniques and seal scripts separately, everyone knew what was going on. 

How could they be compared? Everyone was puzzled. 

“Everyone, there’s no need to be suspicious!” 

“Next, I’m going to use my own Mystic talisman sword technique!” The answer will be revealed after 

one move!” 

Everyone was shocked again. 

“What profound talisman sword technique? I’ve never heard of it before!” 

Chen Zhufeng already said that he created it himself. You must have never heard of it! 

“Could it be that this sword Scripture is related to seal scripts? He only used one move to defeat the two 

Supreme martial artists of the palace of array elements and the palace of WarGods?” 

The tens of thousands of guests at the scene were all busy trying to figure out what Chen Xiaobei was 

going to do. 

Sifu is really unfathomable … I can’t even guess what he’s thinking … Lou Yuhong exclaimed. His respect 

for Chen Xiaobei continued to rise. 

This time, Jiang Ziya, Feng Qingyang, and the others all frowned in confusion. 

Clearly, they were the same as Lou Yuhong. They could not guess what Chen Xiaobei was going to do. 

Qiu Ling ‘er smiled and said, ” “The sect master has already won this battle! There’s no suspense!” 

“Can master really win?” 

you … Feng Qingyang could not believe it. if I remember correctly, my master’s knowledge in arrays was 

not as good as yours. That’s why he invited you to help him modify the nine sky sealing lock great array! 

yes, sect leader’s array sect attainments were indeed inferior to mine at the start! 

Qiu Ling ‘er said,”but the sect master’s learning ability is the strongest I’ve ever seen in my life!” When 

he was modifying the array with me, he could understand the essence of it by watching me operate it 

once! I don’t need to teach him anything, and he can learn it completely by himself!” 

what? ” Feng Qingyang and the others were shocked. you mean that master has learned all of your skills 

and is now on par with you in terms of array skills? ” 
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“No!” 

no! Qiu Ling ‘er shook her head and said, ” sect master, you’ve already surpassed me and left me far 

behind! 

Everyone was shocked. 

Qiu Ling ‘er said in a deep voice,”not only is the sect master’s learning ability extraordinary, but his own 

comprehension is also excellent!” In the later stages of the formation modification, many of the 

problems that I couldn’t advance were solved by the sect leader!” 

master is really too awesome … Lou Yuhong swallowed his saliva and was so shocked that his scalp went 

numb. 

in the end, when the sect master personally carved the runes, it was even more stunning! 

Qiu Ling ‘er couldn’t help but sigh,”even if I use the best talisman brush and draw with all my attention, I 

can’t guarantee that I won’t make any mistakes!” Never in my dreams would I have thought that sect 

master would actually carve talismans with a sword! Furthermore, every single rune is perfect!” 

using a sword to carve a talisman?! Everyone turned to look at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Clang” 

With a sword cry, the sky was dyed red. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the chaos Blood Sword and started to swing it in the air. 

That day, Chen Xiaobei used his sword to carve a series of runes on the heaven suppressing chain. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei realized that every stroke of the runes could be used to derive a different 

swordsmanship. 

With the scholar’s heart, even if Chen Xiaobei did not touch the sword, he could still visualize the path of 

the sword in his mind and meditate on the sword technique. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had never really tried to use the sword technique derived from the runes. 

However, when he displayed it, it was surprisingly perfect! 

When he attacked, his sword Qi was sharp! When it drifted, it was like a song and dance! 

His sword moves were extremely exquisite, and his moves were gorgeous! 

Just by looking at this swordsmanship, it had already caused the surrounding tens of thousands of 

people to cheer and applaud. 

“A bunch of idiots who have never seen the world. What’s so good about this gaudy swordsmanship?” 

Zhao Wanji mocked. 

Canaan Yu was also full of disdain,’it’s just a facade, flashy but without substance! If I attack, I can break 

his sword technique with a snap of my fingers!” 



“Ha, are you stupid?” 

Wu longyin sneered,”they are competing in swordsmanship!” It wasn’t cultivation! I’ll only give you a 

sword and a peak golden core cultivation. If you can take half of Chen Zhufeng’s attack, I’ll admit 

defeat!” 

this … Canaan Yu was instantly speechless. His face was red and hot. 

old ancestor Xuanyuan, what do you think of Chen Zhufeng’s performance based on your understanding 

of swordsmanship? ” Xu gengnian asked tentatively. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong’s face turned livid, and he remained silent. 

In terms of sword Dao, Xuanyuan zhengyong was definitely the best in the earth-god Realm. 

But to be honest, Xuanyuan zhengyong felt that Chen Xiaobei’s swordsmanship was so exquisite that it 

could not be described with the words of prophecy! 

Even if Xuanyuan zhengyong used the Xuanyuan family’s most exquisite technique, the Xuanyuan sword 

technique to the sky, he would still be a lot weaker than Chen Xiaobei! 

“I’ll say something fair!” 

Wu longyin grinned and said,”this sword should only exist in the heavens!” It could be considered a 

Heavenly Sword! The sword techniques in the earth-god Realm could only be regarded as ordinary 

swords! 

Xuanyuan zhengyong still didn’t say anything. 

Even if he wanted to pick bones from an egg, he could not find any flaws in Chen Xiaobei’s 

swordsmanship. 

Moreover, everyone on the colorful wings cloud-riding carriage was a person with discerning eyes. 

Xuanyuan zhengyong’s sophistry was meaningless, and he would only make a fool of himself in front of 

these juniors. 

At this moment, Xuanyuan zhengyong remained silent, which basically meant that he had tacitly agreed 

with Wu longyin’s conclusion! 

Chen Xiaobei’s swordsmanship was known as the heavenly Sword! 

In this way, Supreme war god had been completely defeated before he could even make a move! 

“But I’m still very confused …” 

Chen Zhufeng? ” Wu longyin frowned. although Chen Zhufeng’s swordsmanship is exquisite, how can I 

win against Supreme array element? ” Chen Zhufeng had said that he would defeat both of them in one 

move! It shouldn’t be a lie, right …” 

“Of course I’m not!” 



At this moment, Yun fanqing, who rarely spoke, revealed a shocked and solemn expression. She said in a 

low voice, ” if I’m not mistaken, Childe Chen has already carved a divine immortal level rune with his 

sword! 

“What? A heaven immortal level rune?” 

As soon as these words were spoken, everyone on the rainbow wings cloud riding carriage could not 

help but exclaim. 

Those who could inscribe heavenly immortal level runes could form heavenly immortal level Dharma 

arrays. 

According to Yun fanqing, not only did Chen Xiaobei use his sword to draw the runes, but they were real 

heavenly immortal-level runes! 

“Profound talisman nine-word mantra! Seal word formula!” 

go! Chen Xiaobei shouted, and the chaos Blood Sword stopped moving. 

Tiny traces of blood-colored vital essence appeared in the places where the sword blade had just 

danced. 

These true essences intertwined and formed a heavenly immortal-level rune in the air. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, that tiny rune suddenly exploded with nine streams of true energy. Like chains, 

they surrounded Supreme array element. 

In the blink of an eye, Supreme array element was sealed. 

“What the hell are you doing!” Supreme array element was furious. With a thought, he shattered the 

seal beside him. 

“Idiot, haven’t you realized that you’ve already lost?” Chen Xiaobei smirked, his eyes full of mockery. 
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3010 Half-step to peak stage 

“I’ve already lost? What nonsense are you talking about?” 

Supreme array element frowned. it’s undeniable that your swordsmanship is exquisite. However, you 

haven’t displayed your attainments in array formation! You said you were going to draw runes, but 

where did you do it?” 

“Heh, you really are an idiot!” 

“I’ve already drawn a rune in the air where my sword passed by!” Furthermore, I used my true essence 

to draw it. After burning the energy, the rune ability was also revealed, which was the small seal that 

surrounded you just now!” 
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“What? This … How is this possible?” 

When Supreme array element heard this, he was dumbfounded. He could not believe his ears. 

However, Supreme array element was also considered a master of arrays. He did not realize it at first. 

After he calmed down and thought about it carefully, he suddenly realized that what Chen Xiaobei said 

was all true! 

Just now, the blood-colored vital essence formed a small rune. After burning the energy of the vital 

essence, the Rune’s effect was activated. 

It was only because Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was too low, or else the effect of the seal would 

have been much stronger. 

Magical formations were formed by the combination of large amounts of runes with special abilities! 

The special ability of the runes would determine the special ability of the formation! The grade of the 

runes determined the grade of the formation! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force, normal runes would not have the same effect. 

Since it had such an effect, it meant that bloody’s quality was very, very high! 

It was so high that even the Supreme array element could not understand it. They had to figure it out 

carefully before they could be sure that it was really a seal pattern. 

From this, it could be seen that the quality and level of this blood-colored rune was absolutely top-class 

in the earth-god Realm! 

“Supreme array element, you can admit defeat now!” 

At this moment, Yun fanqing said loudly, ” that’s a genuine heaven immortal level rune. Even my master 

couldn’t carve it himself! 

this … Supreme array element was stunned, and his face instantly turned ashen. 

The three saints nunnery’s array skills were the best in the earth-god Realm. 

Yun fanqing’s master, priestess Dinghai, was the number one person in the array faction! 

If even nun Dinghai couldn’t carve such a rune, then even if a hundred Supreme array elements were 

tied together, they wouldn’t be able to do it! 

Besides admitting defeat, Supreme array element had no other choice. 

“Supreme war god can also admit defeat!” 

Yun fanqing continued, ” Childe Zhufeng carved talismans with his sword. He did it in one go. His 

swordsmanship is exquisite. It’s as fine as a hair! Even if my master had carefully carved it, it wouldn’t be 

able to compare to Childe Chen’s swordsmanship!” 

Give up! Despair! He was speechless! 

Supreme war god stood frozen in place like a stone statue, his mood extremely dejected! 



The three-Saints nunnery was publicly acknowledged as the best in formations. With Yun fanqing 

personally explaining the results, everyone was naturally convinced and shocked. 

“It’s too scary! Bei Xuan faction was so awesome! His array formation skills were even better than the 

three sacred nunnery! The number one of the array faction has changed hands!” 

“The faction master of beixuan’s swordsmanship is also amazing! Although his cultivation is not high, 

with such talent, it is only a matter of time before he becomes the number one in the world!” 

“Let’s not talk about cultivation, let’s talk about martial arts! Bei Xuan faction was already number one 

in the martial arts world! Even old ancestor Xuanyuan can’t do anything about it, so who can’t accept 

it?” 

four out of the five Xuanyuan palaces have been destroyed, leaving only the Xuanhu Palace. Chen 

Zhufeng is still going to win! 

“If they win, bei Xuan faction will be able to suppress the Xuanyuan family in all aspects! This is the sign 

of the birth of a new peak power!” 

“Although bei Xuan faction is powerful, it’s only half a step away from the peak! After all, without a 

heaven immortal artifact to suppress fate energy, once a war breaks out, bei Xuan faction will definitely 

not be able to defeat those true peak forces!” 

“A half-step to peak stage is already very impressive! In the past hundreds of millions of years, there had 

never been such a sect in the earth-god Realm! Bei Xuan faction has completely broken the power 

balance of the earth-god Realm!” 

if bei Xuan faction could continue to grow, it would have a bright future. Unfortunately, Chen Zhufeng 

has offended all four major forces. Bei Xuan faction is doomed! 

“Yeah … Look at old ancestor Xuanyuan, his face has turned green! I can’t wait to eat Chen Zhufeng!” 

The tens of thousands of guests were all shocked by Chen Xiaobei and Bei Xuan faction. 

Of course, other than shock, they were also worried about bei Xuan faction’s future. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had already offended the Xuanyuan family, Tianji city, Jade Palace, and ten 

thousand Buddhas Pagoda. 

If the four forces joined forces to seek revenge, how could bei Xuan clan survive? 

However, even in such a situation, Chen Xiaobei was still calm and nonchalant. 

“I’ve won this round again!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei laughed. the only one left is the hanging-pot Supreme. How do you plan to 

compete with me? ” Still playing with poison?” 

“This …” 

Supreme venerable Xuanhu did not dare to agree to Chen Xiaobei’s request. 

From Chen Xiaobei’s confident look, this match was also in the bag. 



Playing with poison? 

Supreme Xuanhu didn’t dare to. 

For one, even the most powerful seven-leaf King of Hell could not defeat Chen Xiaobei’s disciple. 

Secondly, he was afraid that Chen Xiaobei would poison him and make him wish he was dead. 

Even the medicine King Zen Master, who was the best in medicine, knelt on the Supreme dais. 

The medicine-wielding Grandmaster was not as good as Chen Xiaobei, so he was not confident that he 

could cure Chen Xiaobei’s poison. 

“I don’t play with poison! We’re doctors! We should compete in medical skills!” 

Xuan Hu did not dare to play with Chen Xiaobei. He said, ” “I’ll go find other patients for you to treat!” 

“No problem,” he said. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. to save time, I suggest that you find a patient that you can’t cure. That way, as 

long as I can cure him, you’ll lose! 

“You … You’re too arrogant!” 

“If I find a patient and you can’t cure him, what will you do?” asked the Supreme venerable hanging pot 

solemnly. 

“As long as it’s a normal injury and not a curse, I can cure it!” “If I can’t, I’ll admit defeat!” Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

“Good! You said it yourself!” 

Supreme venerable Xuanhu flew up to the side of the rainbow-Winged Cloud-riding chariot and said in a 

low voice, ” “Elder, Chen Zhufeng has fallen into my trap! As long as we let him out, Chen Zhufeng will 

never be able to cure him!” 

“That person?” Xuanyuan zhengyong frowned and said solemnly,”How confident are you?” 

“100%!” 

“I’ve personally seen that person’s grief,” said Supreme venerable Xuanhu. I can guarantee that no one 

in the entire earth-god Realm can cure it!” 

“Since that’s the case, you can go to the dungeon and bring him out!” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong’s eyes narrowed, and his killing intent rose.”As long as I win this round, Chen 

Zhufeng’s life will be mine! It’s meaningless no matter how much he won before!” 


